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To,
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The Director / Head
Forbes Marshall Pvt. Ltd.
P B # 29, Mumbai-Pune Road
Kasarwadi, Pune - 4tl 034 (M.S.)

Sub : Hindrance in Execution of RTM Project due to Unethical practices.

The M.P. Pollution Control Board has developed a Central Server
unified web-based access-controlled platform. The Central Server
architecture platform that supports any analyzer (make and model)
database system.

Software (CSS) to provide a
provides a multi-client open-
on a single integrated Central

All requisite tools and technical support have been extended to the industries and their Service
Providers to synchronize the real-time monitoring (RTM) data with the CSS. Most of the
industries have already switched to CSS system and providing the real-time monitoring data on
continuous basis under'self monitoring of compliance programme'.

It has been brought to my notice that despite several reminders, and extending all possible
technical support, your firm has not attended the matter and has not been supportive in extending
cooperation to the client industries in the State of Madhya Pradesh. This appears to be a deliberate
attempt from your end to impede the progress ( f real-time monitoring programme in the State
which is unjust and unfair. During the last vendors' meet on 24.08.20 I B ar Bhopal it was
categorically mentioned that the MPPCB will not tolerance anyone found engaged in any
unethical practice or with negligent professional behaviour and such vendors -uy not be
welcomed in the State.

You are expected to understand the severity of this environment related issue
priority without any delay to avoid any unpleasant action against your firm.

and attend it on
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Copy to:

(R.S Kori)

LY.-ner Secretary

Bhopal,Dt. frllO 12019

Board, Parivesh Bhawan, East AriunThe Member Secretary, Central Pollution Control
Nagar, Delhi - 1 10032 for information please.
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